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Opinion | 8 June 2020 China | Malaysia

Recovery - but what sort?
Promising signs from the US provide cause for optimism, but let's not
get carried away

Stronger US data
Here are some must-read notes from James Knightley on the state of the US recovery, and also
last Friday's eye-popping payrolls figures. 

So, OK, you can take issue with the latest US labour numbers, but then you always can. What I
think we can now say is that at the moment the US economy began to re-open, the economy
began to improve. 

This is the flip side of my lockdown mantra, which is that "lockdown's work, but they also hurt".
Further easing will likely see further improvements across a broad range of indicators.  

But before you get too carried away, this is hardly an endorsement of V-shaped recovery, though
as JK also notes, this is the experience for the new homes markets, and auto sales are also looking
fairly buoyant too. Elsewhere, the continued existence of social distancing rules, plus the
"permanent" job losses associated with the lockdowns mean that it will likely be some time before
that lost output is made up. If it took 14 quarters to recoup the losses of the global financial crisis
(as Knightley also points out), will we really see a much quicker recovery from Covid-19? And what
even constitutes a "V" in this context? A two quarter recovery? Three? 

Honestly, I think the whole discussion of what letter shape the recovery will be is so flawed and

https://think.ing.com/articles/us-turning-fortunes/
https://think.ing.com/snaps/us-jobs-simply-astonishing/
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prone to misinterpretation and abuse, that this is literally going to be the last time I mention it in
these notes (this feels like a promise I know I am not going to be able to keep, but I'll try). 

To finish this section, I saw a nice tweet over the weekend on this, noting that the early gains once
the recovery takes hold (as it now appears to have done) could be strong. This is because some of
the jobs and output lost were only loosely disclocated. The middle section could be more difficult,
and the final part is likely to be very hard indeed. Intuitively, this seems a sensible summary of
what we are likely to face. if so, we may still have a month or two of decent recovery to come
before the gains start to slow. 

China trade - not so buoyant
If the latest US labour data were unbelievably good, the latest Chinese trade data were credibly
weak. Iris Pang expands on this here. And not only are they weak, but the forward indicators for
Chinese trade remain very soft. Even with a recovery in China underway, and Covid-19 largely
under control, this is a decent reminder to those piling into risk assets that there is a long hard slog
ahead, which rising China-US tensions over technology are likely to make worse. In other words,
enjoy these US numbers, because the global picture remains extremely tough. 

Today in Asia - Lite
There's not much on the calendar today in Asia, Prakash Sakpal notes this from Malaysia from the
end of last week though, "On Friday, Prime Minister Muhyiddin Yassin announced a fourth stimulus
package worth MYR 35 billion, including MYR 10 billion of direct fiscal thrust via wage subsidies and
skills development programmes, and the rest in the form of tax exemptions. While this brings the
total stimulus so far up to 20% of GDP, we estimate a real thrust (excluding easy credit, loan
moratoriums, bank guarantees, etc. form the total package) of only 5.6%. This is poised to boost
the fiscal deficit to a record high level, though the official view of the deficit doubling to 6% of GDP
this year appears to be optimistic. Our deficit forecast before the latest package was 6.3% of GDP
(3.4% in 2019). Local markets are on holiday today for the King’s birthday".   

Revised 1Q20 GDP data in Japan this morning were a bit below consensus, though improved on the
previous iteration of the release, coming in at -0.6%QoQ, or -2.2% on an annualised basis. The
changes are driven by some weaker consumer spending, which was more than offset by stronger
business investment. It is very unlikely that we will revise our current -4.9% forecast for 2020 on
the back of these numbers after such a small revision. These forecasts just aren't that mechanical,
nor do we literally intend you to take seriously anything after the decimal point (but people fixate
on this stuff and wouldn't be happy if we just said "very negative).  

Author

Robert Carnell
Regional Head of Research, Asia-Pacific
robert.carnell@asia.ing.com

https://think.ing.com/snaps/china-trade-data-hints-at-weak-exports-ahead/
mailto:robert.carnell@asia.ing.com
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ASEAN Morning Bytes
Optimism over the potential economic recovery may return on
Monday as investors react to last Friday’s US jobs report.

EM Space: Surprise US NFP report may rekindle risk rally on
Monday

General Asia:  Better-than-expected jobs figures out from the US last Friday may rekindle
the risk rally on Monday with investor sentiment fueled by hopes for the economic
recovery.  Trade data out from China could help set the tone trading on Monday while the
data calendar for the week features regional trade data (Taiwan and Philippines) inflation
reports out from major markets and the FOMC meeting.  For Monday, sentiment will
continue to be driven by hope for a quick recovery with risks such as a potential US-China
trade war, still lingering in the background.   
Malaysia:  On Friday, Prime Minister Muhyiddin Yassin announced a fourth stimulus package
worth MYR 35 billion, including MYR 10 billion of direct fiscal thrust via wage subsidies and
skills development programmes, and the rest in the form of tax exemptions. While this
brings the total stimulus so far up to 20% of GDP, we estimate a real thrust (excluding easy
credit, loan moratoriums, bank guarantees, etc. form the total package) of only 5.6%. This is
poised to boost the fiscal deficit to a record high level, though the official view of the deficit
doubling to 6% of GDP this year appears to be optimistic. Our deficit forecast before the
latest package was 6.3% of GDP (3.4% in 2019). Local markets are on holiday today for the
King’s birthday.  
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Indonesia: Bank Indonesia (BI) Governor Warjiyo believes that IDR is undervalued as he
expects the currency to strengthen further on stalling CPI inflation and a tightening of the
country’s current account deficit.  IDR has staged a comeback after touching the 16,500
level in March, appreciating sharply as foreign investors returned after sentiment improved
considerably.  IDR will have limited room to appreciate as we expect BI to cut policy rates at
the near term to help support sagging economic growth now that IDR has found its footing. 

What to look out for: Trade data and Covid-19 developments

Taiwan trade (8 June)
US wholesale inventories (9 June)
Philippines trade (10 June)
China inflation (10 June)
US inflation (10 June)
FOMC meeting (11 June)
US PPI and initial jobless claims (11 June)
Hong Kong industrial production (12 June)
US consumer sentiment (12 June)

Author
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Article | 5 June 2020 Asia week ahead

Asia week ahead: At the mercy of weak
exports
Big data week in China and Japan next week. The numerous trade
releases will be gleaned for Asia’s export resilience, which seems to
have ended

Source: Shutterstock

Export-led slowdown
China’s May data flow begins on 7 June, with trade figures, and inflation and monetary indicators
over the course of next week.

The May Day holidays are expected to instil some slack in economic activity, but otherwise, data
should indicate that Asia’s biggest economy is on the recovery path, thanks to stimulus policies.
However, the recovery remains at the mercy of global demand that’s currently getting a pretty
strong beating from the Covid-19 pandemic.
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This imparts a downside risk to our house forecast of only a modest dip in Chinese exports in May,
by -1.7% year-on-year. The monetary data will be gleaned for signs the substantial stimulus is
trickling down to support domestic demand.

It’s also a big data week in Japan, crowded by April economic indicators, which should shed some
light on GDP growth in the current quarter. No point guessing that it’s going to be any better than
-0.9% QoQ (seasonally adjusted) in 1Q20, for which the second estimate is also due next week.

Like China, Taiwan and the Philippines trade figures are also likely to show accelerating export
weakness. The same goes for Malaysia and India's manufacturing releases after these countries
saw the worst fall in exports by -24% YoY and 60% respectively in April.

For a change, there are no significant policy events scheduled from regional economies next week,
though don’t be surprised if something suddenly springs up in these uncertain times.

Asia Economic Calendar

Source: ING, Bloomberg, *GMT
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Snap | 7 June 2020 China

China: Trade data hints at weak exports
ahead
China's imports for May were very weak. As China’s imports are mostly
export-order driven, this means that exports in the coming months will
be…

Source: Shutterstock

China imports shrank the fastest since 2016
Imports shrank by 16.7% year-on-year in May, which is the deepest contraction since January
2016 when imports shrank 19.5% YoY.

Though exports shrank only slightly in May (-3.3% YoY), the deep dive of imports means that
exports in the coming months will be weak. This is because some imports are used as parts for
export products. This also implies foreign buyers did not expect a rebound of demand for their
products.

Another reason that exports were less dismal than imports is because of some Covid-19
related shipments, e.g. garments and textiles, which rose 41% month-on-month in May after +64%
MoM in April, and medical supplies, which increased 38% MoM in May after +41% MoM in April.
Demand for these Covid-19 related goods and supplies should slow down when Covid-19 subsides.
This is also one of the reasons we believe that this less dismal export growth may not be
sustainable.
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Electronics could be hit hard
In this note, we would like to focus on the trade of electronics as they contribute around half of the
total trade of China. Mechanical and electrical products contributed 58% of total exports and 47%
of total imports.

Imports in this category fell 7% YoY in May, and this is even after a low base effect from last year,
which was -11% YoY in May 2019. In other words, without the base effect, imports of mechanical
and electronic parts would have fallen even more in May 2020. 

In dollar terms, imports of mechanical and electrical products fell to a very low level of US$68.11
billion in May. The last time we saw a lower amount was in February 2018 and 2019, which was
reasonable as the Chinese New Year fell in those months. Then it was back in May 2017, which
recorded US$66.91 billion for imports in this category, when it was below the current level. 

The most important trade item, mechanical and electronic products, has been in bad shape as
global demand for upgrades of gadgets has been shrinking.

Remote work arrangements have induced some demand for laptops, pads, and accessories like
cameras and microphones, but these are not the major products that have driven strong growth in
electronics over the past years. This could change if remote work is the new norm, and could
provide a bit of support for electronics for a few years.

But the main growth engine for electronics has come from smartphone upgrades. Before the
outbreak of Covid-19 we had expected 2020 to be a boom year for handsets and other gadgets
due to 5G. Now, this demand has obviously been deferred by high unemployment in most major
economies. As such, demand for electronic parts and equipment for producing advanced
technological products should be dismal. Because of the large contribution of mechanical and
electronic parts’ to global trade, overall exports and imports will be under pressure until global
consumption picks up.

Technology war will dampen trade growth
The technology war is once again one of the frictions between the US and China. China claims that
it will retaliate against the US action of including 33 Chinese entities to its "entity list" of export
controls, which should hurt the transfer of technology.

China's spokesman from the Ministry of Commerce said that China “will take all necessary
measures to safeguard Chinese companies' legitimate rights and interests“. If China retaliates with
its own unreliable entity list of US companies, likely to include some US technology
companies, there will be even less trade of technological parts and products between the US and
China. 

Hopefully, other economies will fill the gap because otherwise, the technology war will hurt trade in
technology parts and products even more, and could last longer.

USD/CNY is not a tool for retaliation
We don’t think the People's Bank of China, China’s central bank, will use the exchange rate to help
exports, or as a tool for retaliation.

http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2020-06/05/c_139117338.htm
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2020-06/05/c_139117338.htm
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Yuan depreciation cannot change the landscape of weak global demand and cannot slow down
friction between the US and China. These two are the key problems now faced by Chinese
exporters. 

The PBoC is expected to allow USD/CNY to move with the dollar index in tandem. This will give some
transparency to the market. More importantly, the PBoC is unlikely to shock the market like it did in
2015, which created market chaos, when there are so many uncertainties from Covid-19 and
friction between the US and China.

We keep our forecast of USD/CNY for the end of 2020 at 7.05.
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Snap | 5 June 2020 Singapore

Singapore: Covid-19 lockdown hits
spending
As things adjust to the post-Covid-19 new normal, more jobs are likely
to be lost along the way, keeping consumption weak for some time to
come

Source: Shutterstock

-40.5% April retail sales growth
Year-on-year

Worse than expected

Worst-ever retail sales
Singapore’s retail sales crashed by 40.5% in April from a year ago and 31.7% from the previous
month (seasonally adjusted). This is the worst sales growth ever recorded since the series started
back in the mid-1980s. And it was pretty much expected as the Covid-19 lockdown, starting on 7
April, dented spending.

As expected, supermarket sales continued to outperform with a 30% year-on-year surge, while
non-essential consumer spending of all sorts was hit hard. Motor vehicle sales remained the
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weakest area with a 68% YoY plunge, which is not a surprise as we saw new registrations plunge in
April. Among other big drags were watches and jewellery (-81%), clothing (-75%), department
stores (-75%), and recreational goods (-55%).

More weakness ahead
Private consumption explains almost a third of the negative swing in GDP growth in the 1Q20 (to
-0.7% YoY from +1.0% in 4Q19). April data leaves no doubt that it’s going to be a far bigger drag in
the current quarter, supporting our view of a 6.8% YoY GDP fall.

Continued weak consumer spending remains a baseline scenario for the rest of this year. The
lockdown measures continued for all of May, followed by some relaxation starting this month. Yet,
it will be a long time before the economy is fully back on its feet; a gradual three-phase reboot
won’t be completed until an effective vaccine for Covid-19 is found. And, as things adjust to the
new normal more jobs are likely to be lost along the way, keeping consumption weak on the
expenditure-side of GDP growth for some time to come.

Retail sales vs. GDP private consumption (% year-on-year)

Source: CEIC, ING
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Snap | 5 June 2020 Philippines

Philippines: Inflation dips to 2.1% giving
BSP elbow room to ease further
Inflation dipped to 2.1% during the lockdown, enabling BSP scope to
cut policy rates in the near future

Rice for sale at a market in the Philippines

2.1% May inflation

Higher than expected

Headline inflation settles at 2.1%, could go lower
Prices rose 2.1% in May as slightly faster food inflation and utilities offset annual price declines in
transport costs.  Subdued demand due to the lockdowns has helped keep price gains in check for
other items in the CPI basket.  The May inflation reading brings the year-to-date average for
inflation to 2.5% - at the lower end of the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas’ (BSP) inflation target of
2.-4%.  BSP’s latest inflation forecast points to 2.2% average inflation for the year with Governor
Diokno hinting that headline inflation may dip below 2% in the coming months on subdued
demand and lower energy prices.
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Low inflation sets up possible BSP rate cut in June
Decelerating inflation and the need to provide additional stimulus to an economy headed for a
recession sets up a possible BSP rate cut at the 25 June meeting.  BSP Governor Diokno continues
to remind investors that he has “elbow room” to cut policy rates due to the benign inflation
environment, although we believe that the central bank will carry out at most a 25 bps rate cut
before pausing for the rest of the year to keep real policy rates positive.       
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